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‘I
I N 1950 the United States was generally recognized
as having the highest per capita output in the world.
Using exchange rates to convert foreign output into
dollars, the level of U.S. per capita output in 1950
was more than 50 percent higher than that of any
other industrialized country.1 During the next two
decades the conventional exchange rate-based meas~
ure of comparison indicated that these industrialized
countries markedly narrowed the U.S. lead. By 1970
U.S. per capita output was still more than 15 percent
higher than the next highest industrialized country,
Sweden.

By 1974, however, that same conventional measure
indicated that Sweden and Switzerland had over-
taken the United States. Reportedly, Canada, Den-
mark and West Germany have joined the club.2 Citing
these developments, one critic of the U.S. economic
system speculated that “the lack of government plan-

tmThe concern here is with the relative per capita levels of
actual output of goods and services produced (such as per
capita gross national product or gross domestic product as
conventionally measured in accordance with the prevailing
United Nation’s System of National Accounts) and not with
the elusive and speculative measures of relative levels of
economic welfare. The primary reason for focusing on a
measure of production, such as per capita output, rather
than on a measure of welfare, such as consumption per
capita adjusted for length and conditions of work, is that
in most studies and popular discussions of international
comparisons, measures of per capita output have been used.
For a discussion of reasons why measures of production,
rather than of welfare, are compared, see Milton Gilbert
and Irving B. Kravis, An International Comparison of Na-
tional Products and the Purchasing Power of Currencies
(Paris: Organization for European Economic Cooperation
(OEEC), -1954), pp. 72-76. For a discussion of the distinc-
tion between a measure of welfare and a measure of output,
see Edward F. Denison, “Welfare Measurement and the GNP,”
Survey of Current Business (January 1971), pp. 13-16, 39.

2
West Germany was reported to have become “just a bit
richer” than the U.S. on a per capita basis on June 24, 1973.
See J. W. Anderson, “The Relative Wealth of Nations,”
Washington Post, 2 July 1973. Denmark’s leap forward was
reported in early 1977. See Lester C. Thurow, “The Myth of
the American Economy,” Newsweek (February 14, 1977),
p. 11. These reports are based on a temporary (as short as a
day) dip in the value of the dollar. Based on an annual or
even on a quarterly average basis, Denmark and West Ger-
many have yet to pass the United States, even in tenns of the
conventional measure. Canada’s entry into this exclusive club
was reported recently in “U.S. Slips to 4th in National In-
come,” Washington Post, 13 May 1978.

ning, worker participation, and social spending may
in fact be at the heart of our poor performance in
recent decades.”~

There is good reason to question the conclusion
about the comparative levels of per capita output
based on the conventional (exchange rate-based)
measure. Specifically, the method of using exchange
rates to convert output of different countries into a
common currency, such as the U.S. dollar, has sev-
eral serious drawbacks. First, actual per capita out-
put of goods and services in different countries does
not necessarily change every time exchange rates be-
tween the countries change, although the conven-
tional measure of comparison would indicate such a
change. Second, the exchange rate between curren-
cies serves to equalize, at best, the prices of goods
traded between countries. However, total output in
each country also consists of goods and services which
are not traded but are consumed domestically. Price
differences in these non-traded goods are not neces-
Carily captured in the exchange rate. To the extent
the exchange rate does not reflect such a difference
in the prices of non-traded goods, any comparison
based on the conventional mneasure would be dis-
torted. In addition, the prevailing exchange rate may
not even equalize the prices of goods traded interna-
tionallv for a variety of reasons, including govern-
ment interventions in tIme markets for foreign
exchange.

To overeomne these shortcomings of the exchange
rate-based measure, economists have developed an
alternate measure based on the relative purchasing
power of different currencies over both traded and
non-traded goods. This alternate measure of inter-
national comparison indicates that the U.S. lead in
per capita output in the earlier period (1950 through
1970) was generally much narrower than that indi-
cated by the conventional measure, Also, these esti-
mates indicate that the U.S. lead has yet to be
overtaken.

nSee Thurow, “The Myth,” p. 11.
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The Conventional Measure of International
Comparisons of Per Capita Output

The conventional measure of international compar-
isons using exchange rates between two countries,
say, Germany and the United States, is quite simple.
First, the per capita German output in Dentsche marks
(DM) would be converted to dollars by the prevail-
ing exchange rate. The resulting per capita German
output in dollars would be divided by the per capita
U.S. output, also measured in dollars. The resulting
quotient, expressed in percentage form, is the conven-
tional measure of the relative level of per capita
output between Germany and the United States. For
example, suppose that per capita German output in a
given year is DM4,000 while U.S. per capita output is
$2,000. Assume that the exchange rate is DM4/$1.O0.4

To derive the conventional measure of international
comparison, the per capita German output would be
converted to dollars (DM4000 ± DM4/$1 = $1000)
and then expressed as a percent of U.S. per capita
output ($1000/$2000 = .50, or 50 percent). For the
sake of illustration, if the exchange rate in this ex-
ample changes to DM2/$1.00 (the dollar depreciates),
the conventional measure becomes 100 percent. In
other words, per capita output in Germany would be
estimated to be equal to that of the United States.

This conventional measure of international compar-
isons is a unique number for given estimates of per
capita output of any two countries (denominated in
their respective national currencies) and a given ex-
change rate. Also, the conventional measure is easy to
construct. These attractive features explain why the
conventional measure is regularly published and
widely quoted.5 However, this procedure is fraught
with conceptual difficulties. So much so that since
the early 1950s, there have been concerted attempts
to construct more appropriate mneasures.6 The ins-

4DM4/$1.OO denotes that 4 units of the German currency
(Deutsche mark) can be exchanged for one U.S. dollar.

tm
Statistical Yearbook, 1976 (New York: United Nations, 1977),

pp. 686-88; The World Rank Atlas: Population, Per Capita
Product, and Growth Rates (World Bank, 1976); “East vs.
West: Who’s Richer—and Why,” The Morgan Guaranty
S uwey (February 1978), pp. 6-9; and “A Special Report
Socialism: Trials and Errors,” Time (March 13, 1978), espec-
ially pp. 26-27.

°Fora pioneering study of intemational comparisons based on
an extensive collaboration with the statistical agencies of the
countries involved, see Gilbert and Kravis, An International
Comparison of National Products. For a follow-up study with
an expanded coverage. see Milton Gilbert and associates,
Gomparatice National Products and Price Levels; a Stud!l of
Western Europe and the United States (Paris: OEEC, 1958).
For a recent study, see Irving B. Kravis, Zoltan Kenessey,
Alan Heston and Robert Summers, A System of International
Comparisons of Gross Product and Purchasing Power (Balti-

portant point to note for now is that the allegation
that the United States has lost its lead in per capita
output in the 1970s has been based exclusively on the
conventional measure of international comparisons.

The Na.tt.,.re of the Difficulty
With the Con.ventiona.l Measure
International comparisons of per capita output

must he based, in principle, on a comparison of the
quantities of both internationally traded goods (such
as radios) and non-traded goods (such as haircuts)
produced in different countries,7 The basic difficulty
with the conventional measure, which uses prevailing
exchange rates, is that this measure is known to be
valid only when (a) the relative prices of traded and
non-traded goods are identical between the countries
(a haircut costs the same amount in terms of radios
in both countries), and (b) the prevailing exchange
rate is such that the prices of traded goods are
equalized (an American-made radio costs just as
much as one of similar quality made in Germany).
These conditions, especially the one calling for iden-
tical price structures (relative prices) in each coun-
try, are unlikely to be met. Therefore, there can be
no presumption that the procedure underlying the
conventional measure would yield a valid measure
of comparison.

To clarify this point, consider the example given
in Table I. There are two hypothetical countries,
Alpha and Beta. Prices in Alpha are denominated in
pounds, denoted by £. Beta’s prices are denom-
inated in dollars, denoted by $. Country Beta is
assumed to produce greater amounts per capita
of both traded goods, such as radios, and non-traded
goods, such as haircuts. Country Alpha produces ¾
as many radios per capita as country Beta and ½as
many haircuts per capita. If we compared only the
traded goods, Alpha’s output would be ¾or 66.7
percent of Beta’s; on the basis of non-traded goods,
Alpha’s output would he ½or 33.3 percent of Beta’s
output. However, the task of comparing per capita
output internationally is to express country Alpha’s

more and London: the Johns Hopkins University Press
World Bank, 1975). The first two studies are based
comparison of GNP and its components. The study by
et al. deals with the GDF and its components.

7
Non-traded goods, of course, include govemment provision of
goods and services which are not priced in the market place.
Valuation and coaiparison of such government output present
difficult conceptual and measurement problems which are
ignored in this paper. For a recent attempt to deal with the
problem of valuing government output, see Keith Leffler,
“Government Output and National Income Estimates: The
Effect on International Comparison” (forthcoming in Car-
negie-Rochester Conference Series, 9, 1978).

for the
on the
Kravis,
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table I
Hypothetical Example With Identical Relative Prices

Non T-adod Goods: Hai’cuts ~percapita’ - Tr
9

ded Goods: Radios (per capital

(1) (2) (3) (1))’ (2) (4) (5) (6) (4) (5) 17) (3) -r 161
Total

Quantity Expenditure Quorstty Expenditure Expend,ture
Country Price (per cop:ta~ (per cop~tol Price Per capita) (per cepita) ~per !?Pital

Alpha £10 10 £100 £50 4 £200 £300

Beta $1 30 $30 $5 6 S30 $60

total output per capita as a percentage of country prices differ betwe,’, countris’s. To analyze a more
Beta’s total output per capita. Therefore, a valid likely case where i dative prices of traded and non-
measure of comparison would fall somewhere within traded goods are different between countries, con-
the upper and lower limits of the ratios (expressed in sider the example given in Table II (which is identi-
percentages) of the quantities of each good and cal to Table I except that the price of radios in Alpha
service produced in one country to those of another. is now £15 rather than £50). Relative prices in the
For this example, a valid measure of comparison must two countries are no longer identical. Radios cost 5
place the total per capita output of Alpha somewhere times as much as haircuts in Beta whereas radios cost
between 33.3 percent and 66.7 percent of that of the only 1½times as much as haircuts in Alpha.
total per capita output of Beta. Conversely, any meas- Since the prices of traded goods are assumed to be
tire that does not fall within these limits is not a .

equalized internationally through adjustment in theva i measure, exchange rate, the equilibrium exchange rate would

In Table I, the relative price of radios and haircuts be £3/$1.00 for this example. The conventional
is assumed to be identical in both countries, that is, measure for comparing per capita output in this in-
radios cost 5 times as much as haircuts in both conn- stance would be 88.9 percent [(£160 ± £3/$l.00)

tries (£50/~10 and $5/$1). The average level of ± ($60) = .889]. Thus, the conventional measure is
prices in Alpha (in £) is assumed to be 10 times immediately seen to be an invalid measure for com-
higher than that in Beta (in $). If the exchange rate paring per capita output since it is even higher than
is £l0/$1.00, as is likely under free trade, the under- the highest of the relative quantities in the example
lying condition that justifies the use of the conven- (66.7 percent for radios, the traded good).
tional measure is met, The relative level of per capita

As these examples demonstrate, only under the twinoutpnt of Alpha would be computed by first dividing .

assumptions of (a) identical domestic price structuresthe aggregate value of its per capita output (£300)
(relative prices) across countries and (b) a market

by the exchange rate and then expressing the result-
determined exchange rate which equalizes the pricesing figure of $30 (£300 ± £10/$1.00) as a percent-
of traded goods would the procedure underlying the

age of the aggregate value of Betas per capita output
conventional measure yield a vahd measure for com-

($60). In this instance, the resulting conventional
paring per capita output between countries. These

measure is 50 percent which falls within the limits
special assumptions are not generally met for arequired for a valid measure. variety of reasons. Inter-country productivity differ-

However, there is no presumption that the proce- entials across commodity groups (such as traded vs.
dure underlying the conventional measure would non-traded goods) would result in different domestic
yield a valid measure of comparison when relative price structures. Also, government interference,

table II
Hypothetical Example With Different Relative Prices

Nan-boded Goads: Havcuts (per capitai traded Goads: Radios par capita’

(1) (2) (31 (1)-’ (2) (4) (5) (6) (4)-- (5) (7) (3)—i-(6)
Total

Quantity Exp,.nditure Quantity Expenditure Expenditure
Cas,ntry Price (per capita) (per capita) Prku I per capita) (per capita) (per capita)

Alpha £10 10 £100 £15 4 £60 £160

Beta $1 30 $30 $5 6 $20 $60
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through such devices as exchange controls and import
quotas, distorts the exchange rate such that it may not
equalize the prices of traded goods between the two
countries.

Even where the exchange rate is allowed to be
determined freely in the foreign exchange market,
one is not likely to observe equal prices for traded
goods. Some prominent reasons given for this are
the differences in (a) the cost of transportation, proc-
essing and distribution, both between and within
countries, (b) tax structures (indirect vs. direct taxes),
and (c) selective subsidies on certain classes of
commodities.S

Hence, the conventional measure based on the ex-
change rate is not necessarily a valid measure for
comparing per capita output between countries. The
point to note is that the conclusions regarding the
comparative levels of per capita output since 1950
and the allegations about the United States falling
behind in the 1970s are founded on no more substan-
tive basis than the conventional measure of interna-
tional comparison discussed and illustrated in this
section.

Alternative Mea.sure of international
Comparisons- Based on Purchasing
Power Parities

A generally valid measure for comparing per capita
output between countries can be constructed by using
what is known as the purchasing power parity (PPP)

of currencies. PPP is defined as the ratio of the num-
ber of units of one country’s currency (say Deutsche
mark) to the number of units of another country’s
currency (say the U.S. dollar) which are required to
purchase the same bundle of both traded and non-
traded goods. To estimate PPP, the total per capita
output of a given country is priced first by the prices
prevailing in the given country and then by the other
country’s prices. An estimate of PPP is obtained by
the ratio of the resulting market values of the total
per capita output which has been priced. An alterna-
tive estimate of PPP may be obtained by pricing the
total per capita output of the other country. Ex-
amples of FF1? calculations are shown in Table III.

MAY 1975

Table Ill

Computation of PPPs and Measures of
lnternalionol Comparison’

Computation of PPPs
Far tabla I

£5014l Laco
PPPa 51(10) - $5(4( - £10/sloG

FPPPa denoks an estimata using Alpha’s qL-antit:cx
(10 haircuts and 4 rad’os) as weights

£10~3ol £5c~6( £~oo
Sl(3O~ $516) £io/$i 00

LPPP~denates an estimate using Bata’s quantities
(30 haircuts and 6 rad’as) as weights]

Far Table II
£l0(i0(-i £l5(4( £160

Pppa - $1p0~~-i 55(4) 520 £5.33/$l.00

£10l30 - £15161 £390
- -$1 p0) — $5 (6) 560 £6.5/si .00

Computation of PPP-based Meosutes of Comparison2

Far Table I
£300 1

PPP-based measure —- ~

£300 I 530

$60 Lia, SLOO 560 5 or 50 percent

Far Table II
£160 1

Estimate Based an prpa $60 PP~U

£160

$60 £5.33, $ I ~ -5 or 50 percent

£160
Estimate Brined an PPP~ $60 ppp3

560 £6 5/51.00 ‘I ar4I percent

Computation of the Conventional Measure’

Far table I
13Q0 1

canv~ntiaraImeau .rC $60 ER

1300 1 $33

- 560 1 iD’S roe $60 Son SC percent

Far Table II
lieD 1

convertior,al moos-ira - s~~’ ~R

1160 1 553.33

I 751 00 560 .889 or 88.9 parctrt

— :..~.. -~ ‘ i iS’’ lull
- n.j-—li—, — in-ue--o .\,,nil._, a i:-

1:’., .,—:u:t’i’. -

i-i,, n i-In. -— 1 ‘mu, ‘Hr c-:.—r-,t.ra’-,:r,,-:::’’ I
0:1 ‘‘~l~’ : ~- I ‘li’-

‘—ii’,. .5
- i-I-~s~i~

, 1’.i -

Pstt!s.’ II

For the example in Table I where the price struc-
tures are identical, PPP is unique (at £10/$1.00)

t
For a discnssiori of the limitations of the conventional measure,
see Gilbert and Kravis, An International Comparison of Na-
Uonal Products, pp. 14-17. Also see Paul A. David, “Just How
Misleading Are Official Exchange Rate Conversions?” Eco-
nomic Journal (September 1972), pp. 979-90; Robin Barlow,
“A Test of Alternative Methods of Making GNP Compari-
sons,’ Economic Journal (September 1977), pp. 450-59.
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and would be equal to the exchange rate if the ex-
change rate is such that the prices of traded goods
are equalized.9 When the price structures are different
as in Table II, however, the PPP is not, in general,
equal to the exchange rate.1°

Hence, the alternative measure for comparing per
capita output based on PPP is not in general equal to
the conventional measure based on the exchange rate.
To illustrate the difference in the exchange rate-based
conventional and the PPP-based alternative measures
of international comparisons of per capita output,
refer to Table III. Computations reported in Table IIJ
illustrate that the PFF-based measures are valid for
comparison in the sense that they (being 41 percent
and 50 percent) lie between the upper and lower
limits (66.7percent and 33.3 percent) of relative quau-
tities of traded and non-traded goods. As noted
above, the conventional measure derived by the use
of the exchange rate, on the other hand, is inappro-
priate in that it, being 88.9 percent, lies outside of
these limits. In general, the use of PPF first to con-
vert the per capita output of a given country into
common currencies and then to express it relative
to the per capita output of the base country yields
without exception a valid measure for comparing the
per capita output of the two countries.tt

Interna.rzonai Comari.sons of Per Capita
Output Based on PPPs-

The alternative PPP-hased measures for comparing
per capita output have not been widely used in the
past, however, primarily because of the relatively
high cost of constructing them. Conventional meas-
ures can easily be constructed with data routinely
available in regularly pnblished statistical releases.
The data collection and processing requirements for
the construction of the PFP-hased measures are stag-
gering. Such measures require, in principle, price and
quantity information on each individual good and
service produced in different countries.12 In addition
to the cost of data collection, the existence of com-
modities which are unique or not identical in quality
(such as a Rolls-Royce vs. a Volkswagen) poses both
conceptual and measurement problems.13

The high cost of using the FF1? method explains
why the estimates based on this method are available
for only a selected number of countries and only for
selected periods.’4 Essentially, PPP-based estimates
are availablc for 1950, 1960 and 1970. Table IV lists
PPP-based estimates relative to the United States for
a sample of countries for which data are available for
some years through 1970 (with the exception of Switz-

°Fora discussion of the relationship between the exchange rate
and the purchasing power parities (PPP) of currencies, see
Bela Balassa, “The Purchasing-Power Parity Doctrine: A
Reappraisal,” Journal of Political Economy (December 1964),
pp. 584-96. When PPP is equal to the exchange rate, the
absolute version of the purchasing power parity doctrine is
said to h

0
td. The doctrine posits a relationship between the

rate of exchange between two currencies and the purchasing
power of currencies over both traded and non-traded goods
in two countries. The absolute version links the level of
exchange rates one-for-one to the purchasing power parities,
whereas the relative version of the doctrine relates the re-
quired adjustment in the exchange rate (from the posited
base-period equilibriuns exchange rate) to the relative changes
in the general price levels. There are no theoretical reasons
for either one of these versions of the doctrine to hold, unless
the relative price structnres either remain unchanged or
become identical. See Balassa, “Doctrine,” pp. 584-87.

‘°Computations given in Table In show that PPP is not equal
to the exchange rate (assumed to be £3/S1.00) but ranges
between £5.33/$1.00 and £6,5/$1.00. This reflects the fact
that, given the lower relative price of traded goods in Alpha,
the comparative purchasing power in Alpha’s currency over
both traded and non-traded goods is lower than that indicated
by the exchange rate which takes into account only the
prices of traded goods. Thus, whereas the exchange rate
indicates £3 is equivalent in purchasing power (over the
traded good) to $1.00, the PPP indicates that £5.33 (or
£6.5) is equivalent to $1.00 in buying power over both
the traded and non-traded goods. Further, the use of own
quantity weights, rather than the quantity weights of Beta,
results in a larger estimate of the purchasing power of £
(that is, a smaller estimate of PPP) because relatively
cheaner traded goods get a greater weight in the estimation
of PPP. When PPPs are not unique, geometric averages of
the different estimates of PPP are often used.

“A more general substantiation of these points, made so far

with the aid of simple examples, is provided in an unpub-
lished technical Appendix which is available from the author
upon request. It is showrs in that Appendix that the basic diffi-
culty with the conventional ,neasure is that the procedure un-
derlying its computation does not yield, in general, a measure
called a quantity index (that is, a weighted average of the
quantity ratios or relatives of each distinct group of commod-
ities), It is a quantity index which must be constructed in
order to make an international comparison of per capita out-
put of goods and services, The procedure underlying the
conventional measure is shown to be equivalent to deflating
the ratio of per capita expenditures ( expressed in different
currency units) by the prevailing exchange rate. An alter-
native approach by which the per capita expenditure ratio is
dellated by an estimate of the purchasing power parity (PPP)
of currencies is shown to yield — without exception — a
quantity index. Hence, the alternative, PPP-bnsed estimates
of comparative levels of per capita output must be used to
snake a valid comparison of per capita output across countries.

52113 practice, however, price and quantity data on aggregate
categories—such as men’s clothing, passenger cars, fs,rni-
tnre, and physicians’ services — are constructed by decom-
posing the more readily available expenditure data, using
primarily the price data on selected components of each
category, for example, dress shirts and business suits for the
mcns clothing category. The most recent U.N. study uses
for example, 153 such expenditure categories. See Kravis,
et al., A System of International Comparisons, p. 171.

13
For a discussion of the statistical procedures used to deal
with these problems, see Gilbert and Kravis, An International
Comparison of National Products, pp. 79-91; Ks-avis, et a),,
A System of International Comparisons, pp. 31-34.

14
For an exhaustive list of the countries and the time periods
for which the PPP-based measures are available, see In’ing
B. Kravis, “A Survey of International Comparisons of Pro-
ductivity,” Economic Journal (March 1976), p. 19.
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Table IV
International Comparisons of Per Capita Output

1950, 1960, 1970

(U.S. = 100)
Conventional MeasurL Alternative Measure Via

Via Exchange Rates — - Purchasing Power Parities

1950 1960 1970 1950 1960 1970

Uniledstales TOO 100 100 100 100 100
Canada 66 79 80 75 77 83’
Swilzer~and 52 32 72 NA. NA. NA.
Sweden 47 67 86 58 69 78’
Belgium 43 44 55 52 57 72
Denmark 39 46 66 55 63 72’
United Kingdom 38 49 46 55 64 60
France 37 48 58 46 58 75
Norway 34 46 60 52 55 63’
Netherlands 26 35 51 45 52 72
West Germany 25 46 64 37 64 75
Italy 16 25 36 25 33 46
India NA. N A. 2 NA. NA. 7
Japan NA. 16 39 NA. NA. 62

S’’m.’’’I-.t-’m,m,O-’;.. M’n.’-:LL I I,’’,,-.,l.u,al I -‘‘tn-,”,’ .~tata’t.c. Y.- L.77-. OiLI - t,,,l;t,—,’. ar.d ‘
t
.e Vn.t,.I N-nt. nr:.~.

‘‘‘i.

I., I. as’a,l;,l..s..

s-i-hual . (:lrtij~trd t,, tIn’ eurn~rotirnnaI u~ea-,urc
gist-li II (In’ 5~LIlll’ taint’. Jim’ I’l’I’ basetl t~wa~nrr

~r~licat~’.,that the t_’.S .1d ju per r.tpita output ‘5.1’.

not as gre ti ‘is 19.30. For e\:,Iuplt’. tilt’ t.~.ps-r c-.spil.t

00113111 \~as,t trille 11101’’ tIlati Nsiei’ ih.Ll oI tin’ Nether
lands tccottliiig t’i the t’I’I’-lt.t’ed u,easltre. l,ttill’I

111:111 tile ueurl~ hsur lokE lead indicated 1)5 till.’ t’’t—

chance i’,ttt’li,tst’tI Illt’,tslllt’. hO iill’iLtIII (‘S 01(1St ,th’

that th~ L.iIt3 h~’II,LlinlWCtI lIst-F tilt’ 20 ‘‘‘sr period
an’.! that (lit’ I .S. lead Il,L~ set to lu us ertaLeri

through 1970H
1

‘11w ,tItc’tuatis i’ t’l’l’—b.t’ed) nieasllre

idl(’,Ltt’s. lioss ever, thai the r,aflnfls iIl’4 ol tile gap in
roost laws han not been as dransatrt’ a’ iritlie:ttc’il irs

(lit’ t’oisvt’ittioiiitl ilIt’itsiLIt’. -

As an illustration of the method, the PPP-based
estimate for West Germany iii 1970 can be used. The

PPP-based estimate of per capita output for Germany
‘
5
For those countries for which the PPP-ba.sed nleasure was in that year is 75 percent of that of the United States.
available for 1960 and earlier but not for 1970, the 1970 To derive the PPP-based estimate for 1976, for cx-
est,luate was obtasrned by extrapolat,ng the 1960 measure by
the differential growth rates of real per capita output be- ample, the German per captta output for 19~0 was
tween the given country and the United States, calculated by first multiplying the 1970 U.S. per capita

~1Table IV also indicates that the conventional measure based output by the PFP-based measure of comparison for
on the exchange rate tends to be lower than the PPP-based
estimate over this period. however, given the varying de- — ~— ~— —------------- ~—

grees of intervention in the foreign exchange nsarkets and
changes in the role a national currency (such as the U.S.
dollar ) plays as internatiossal mealls of paynsent and store of
value, there is no necessity for the conventional measure to
be systematically lower than the PPP-based measure, espec-
ially for countries with relatively similar price structures and
productivity. The fundamental point to note is that the
PPP-based measure is a valid measure without exception and
that the conveutiossal measure can be on either side of the
PPP—based measure, depending upon the particular histori-
cal circusustances that happen to prevail. Even the direction
of bias in the conventional measure canrsot be assessed a

priori but must be determined on a case-by-case and country-
by—country basis, that is, ossly after thc conventional measure
is cosupared to the PPP-based measure. The observed ten-
dency of the conventional measure to be lower than the
PPP-based estimate over this period has been explained in
terms of greater inter—country productivity differential in the
traded—goods sector ( suds as manufacturing and agriculture)
than in the non—traded goods sector (such as personal serv-
ices and government). The presumption has been that them-c
is a greater opportunity for technological innovations in the
traded goods sector. For details, see Balassa, “Doctrine.”

Page 13

In order to assess the allegation, based on the con-
ventional measure, that the United States has lost its
lead in per capita output in the 1970s, we proceed as
follows. For each selected country the latest available
PPP-based estimate of per capita output is projected
forward in time by using the various countries’ actual
growth rate in per capita output. The PPP-based
estimate for the United States is similarly projected.
Comparison of the projections for each country, ex-
pressed as percentages of the projection for the United
States, is then made,
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ilTbis method admittedly involves the assumption that the
price structure in one country has not changed relative to
that of the other country over the extrapolation period. It
may appear that the objection raised to the use of the
exchange rate, that it a.ssu’nes identical price structures
across countries, is applicable to this method of extrapolat-
insg the PPP-based estimate. However, this extrapolation
method is superior for the purpose of compasing the levels
of per capita output since the use of the PPP provides a
correct gauge of the comparative levels of per capita output
for the initial period. The use of the exchange rate would
not lead to a correct measure of relative levels of per capita
output at any time over the entire period of comparison, as
long as the price structures are not identical. The basic
reasons of course, are that the PPP-based method, unlike the
exchange rate snethod, is not distorted by the different de-
grees of intervention in the exchange market and that the
method allows for the differences in the prices of both
traded and non-traded goods. The available evidence indi-
cates that this extrapolation method is superior to the
exchange rate-based method. See the discussion below and
Kravis, et al., A System of International Comparisons, pp. 8-9,
especially footnote 13.

mscontrary to the pattern observed in Table IV, the conven-
tional measure using the exchange rate is higher after 1970
than the PPP-based sneasure in most cases. However, as
noted in footnote 16, there is no necessary reason for the
conventional measure to fall on either side of the PPP-based
measure. In this paper, there is no discussion of the factors
producing this difference in pattem. It can be noted, how-
ever, that key factors explaining the difference are (a) a
steady increase over the period in the number of convertible
currencies; (b) varying degrees of intervention in the foreign
exchassge markets; (c) varying degrees of constraints on
goods and capital movements; and (d) the changing role of
the U.S. dollar as a reserve currency.
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Table V

international Comparisons of Per Capita Output

1970, 1974-76
(U.S. r- 100)

Convertioner Measure Alternative Measu’e Via
Via Exchange Rate’ — - Purchasing Pawer Palsies

1970 1974 1975 1976 1970 1974 19fl 1976

L-nntrd States TOO 100 TOO 100 100 100 100 lOG

Canada 80 100 100 lOS 83 91 93 91

Swntze’lard 72 115 122 117 NA. NA. NA. NA.

Sweden 86 103 118 114 78 78 80 77
Belgium 55 83 90 87 72 79 79 NA.
Denmark 66 90 98 96 72 72 72 72

unstad Kingdom 46 5] 57 49 60 61 61 59
Franca 58 76 89 83 75 81 NA. NA.
Norway 60 87 99 98 63 67 71 71

Netherlands 51 79 84 82 72 76 75 75
West Germany 64 92 95 92 75 76 76 76

italy 36 42 44 38 46 47 46 46
Indna 2 NA. NA. N.A. 7 NA. NA. NA.

Japan 29 62 62 62 62 68 71 70

5,.. snr., -,.. ‘1,-I, IV. ( ‘nr.’e’n,txt,n,’ot,l’ i’i’l’—i,:.’,ss ‘p-s..’,,, a’ nm ba,.,’) ‘‘is xr.raxn.sI,,ti’sinu,.s,s. ,‘
tm

aL,ss’ s.u’s’sj’ ‘n,’ i~ ‘rem’.,
.‘asni(a’.lnr. It.

Gc’rri,.on’ For 1970. flit’ Ct’rriian pcI capit.i Outlilit in ho PITO,arrd to, 197—I thrirricis 1976.’” ‘I lit- numbers

197o ( in 1970 1 .S. prit-es i k S’3506 (75 pen’erit c,i are ill index FIsT-I,, ;sith Liit’ United States Sc’ 11th at
S 179.3 ‘jr the 1.5. in 1970 ;-. ‘his 1970 (annals per IOU. lhen’iorl’. iF a nurnirer exceeds IOU. it ~ust.urss
capit.i crlrtprLt 55 as c’\traptsl.(ted tO 1076 li~ ilSiifl~ till’ tilt’ t’i)L~5~that Ihe Urnited States has liet’ti ost’rtal,eu
average growth rate ç2.3 percet per \-ear I ol tIrt’ liv that c’oui,trv.
Uenln:irr c-hal pt’~ capita olltput over (lit’ 1070—1976
ps’riod. ‘I lit’ re~ultiugfigure of $1125 ~ 76 percent
ul the JTh6 per capita .5. output i5I 1970 U.S.

prices i . c:oflsequernth-. the estiruated PPP—hawd rut-i’—
lire 10 1976 \sas 76 percent or West ( .t-tii,.~r,y

Table V provides comparisons based on these extra-
polated estimates and on the conventional measure

The conventional measure indicates that some coun-
tries have overtaken the United States in the l970s.
Per capita output in Switzerland, for example, was
72 percent of the Umuted States in 1970. By 1974,
Swiss per capita output exceeded that of the United
States, standing at 115 percent of that of the United
States. Such a reversal in the comparative position is
hard to accept, however, because of what it implies
about the relative growth rates of per capita output
over the 1970-1974 period. The conventional measure
implies that per capita output in real terms in Switzer-
land has grown at the annual rate of 14.9 percent over
this period while U.S. per capita output has grown
at a 2.3 percent annual rate. Per capita output in

Page 14
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Switzerland, in fact, has grown even slower than that
of the United States over this period, at 2.1 percent
per year compared to 2.3 percent. Such an anamolous
result holds in general. Per capita output in Sweden,
for example, has grown at the same rate as that for
the United States over the same (1970-1974) period.
The conventional measure, however, shows that per
capita output in Sweden has increased substantially
(close to 20 percent) relative to that for the United
States.

Comparison of estimates derived from the more
appropriate PPP-based measure does not support the
claim that the U.S. lead in per capita output has been
overtaken in the 1970s. For example, whereas the
conventional measure for Sweden reached its high of
118 in 1975, the PPP-based measure was only 80 per-
cent of U.S. per capita output. The conventional meas-
ure also placed Canada ahead of the United States in
1976; however, its PPP-based measure was below
that of the United States, at 01 percent. As noted in
Table V, PPP-based estimates of per capita output
for Switzerland are not available. However, in view
of the low growth rate of per capita output in Switz-
erland relative to the United States since as far back
as 1960 (1.98 percent vs. 2.36 percent), when the
U.S. lead was judged to have been substantial (see
Table IV), it is not likely that Switzerland had over-
taken the lead by 1976.

The allegation that the United States has been over-
taken in its per capita output by a number of indus-
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trialized countries in the l970s is based on an ex-
change rate-based measure \vhich has been shown to
be unrehable. When estimates of the more appropriate
PPP-based measure are constructed, the allegation is
not supported. That does not mean that one should be
complacent about the performance of the U.S. econ-
omy. But it denies the factual basis for the claim that
“[r]elative to achievements in the rest of the world,
the US. economy no longer ‘delivers the goods.’ “~°

Although the United States has yet to lose its lead
in per capita output, the estimates of PPP-based
measures through 1976 indicate that the U.S. lead
has indeed narrowed since 1950, One could cite many
contributing factors to this development — such as the
imperatives for reconstruction provided for some
countries by the ravages of World \Var II, and the
opportunities for adapting available production tech-
nologies,:o However, the fact that the U.S. lead has
been narrowed does not necessarily mean that it is
hound to be overtaken in the future. The future is
not necessarily an extrapolation of past trends, The
comparative levels of U.S. per capita output in the
future will be determined solely by this country’s
relative success in harnessing opportunities for growth
in per capita output.
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